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Executive summary
Profound changes are impacting the way institutions are building multi-asset portfolios in EMEA.

We see the Private Banking and Wealth Management industries transforming. Regulatory changes and profitability needs have triggered a 
centralisation of investment propositions – paving the way for the growth of discretionary portfolio management and fee-based solutions. 
In addition, we witness the rise of self-directed investing through digital channels and the rise and consolidation of independent financial 
advisers.

The magnitude and speed of change for the industry have been accelerated by the critical need to adapt to the post-pandemic investment 
environment of greater volatility, uncertainty and divergence in market performance. Gone are the days of ultra-low interest rates and 
low inflation, when ‘more or less every investment choice worked’, as equities and bonds often rallied together. Future return estimates 
above cash look less attractive. Our expectation is for structurally higher inflation and higher long-term rates. This is a new investment 
regime, which we believe is here to stay.1

The upshot? The bar has been reset, and it is much higher, calling for an urgent rethink of portfolio construction and asset allocation 
practices.

We believe this is the end of an era of simplistic, set-and-forget portfolios, where product selection was dominated by global and broad  
building blocks managed in silos.

In this new phase, we believe investors who want to stay competitive and take advantage of the investment regime to deliver long-term 
alpha to their clients should consider getting more ‘active’ in their portfolios by:

1. Adopting a more ‘dynamic’ approach to long-term portfolio construction, which includes more granular and nimble asset allocation 
delivered through a blend of index and active strategies, coupled with frequent risk monitoring and stress testing.

2. Aiming to be more active with index strategies and deliver alpha through flexible usage of index building blocks.

3. Allocating more to highly skilled active managers – for investors who have confidence in their ability to pick good managers to 
capture additional long-term alpha opportunities.

In this paper, we lay out the rationale behind our thesis, reflecting on recent BlackRock Investment Institute (BII) portfolio research results 
published in ‘Investment Perspectives: A bigger role for active strategies and their implications for EMEA Wealth investors.
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Figure 1: asset allocation choices matter 
even more

1. Adopt a more dynamic approach

Figure 2: greater rewards for a more 
dynamic approach
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For illustrative purposes only. These do not represent actual 
portfolios and do not constitute investment advice. Source: 
BlackRock Investment Institute with data from LSEG Datastream 
and Morningstar. Returns data as of September 2023. Index 
proxies: MSCI AC World for equities and the Bloomberg Global 
Aggregate Index for bonds. We use the actual returns for both 
indexes using Refinitiv data to estimate portfolio returns. 

We believe that the post-pandemic era is characterised by 
increased macro and market volatility due to persistent supply 
constraints and major structural shifts, such as the low-carbon 
transition and demographic divergence. As a result, the steady 
growth and inflation of the Great Moderation, the four-decade 
period of largely stable economic activity and inflation, are unlikely 
to return. In the past, stocks and bonds experienced joint bull 
markets, but we do not expect this trend to continue. Instead, we 
believe that stocks’ future excess returns over cash will be lower, 
due to persistent inflationary pressures and major structural shifts. 
This means that getting the portfolio asset mix right is more 
important than ever. See Figure 1, which shows the estimated 
impact of choosing to hold 20% more or less stocks than a 
hypothetical traditional portfolio mix (with 60% in stocks and 40% 
in bonds) – shown for illustrative purposes – during the Great 
Moderation (yellow lines) and the new regime (orange bars). We 
find the return impact – even with a different asset mix – is likely 
much lower than in the past. This is not about the starting point of 
a traditional portfolio being better or worse today – that will 
always depend on an investor’s objectives. But changing the 
portfolio mix has a much greater impact today than it did in the 
past: those choices matter more. Our approach to portfolio 
construction has always accounted for uncertainty. We believe 
that in the post-pandemic era, considering the conviction of our 
strategic views for assets and incorporating uncertainty into them 
will be paramount to building more robust portfolios. It has 
become even more important to stress test assumptions and 
assess how portfolios may perform in different market scenarios.

Figure 2 illustrates that simple, set-and-forget approaches to 
portfolio construction are potentially not going to be as effective in 
the new regime. We believe that a dynamic investing approach 
that acts on insight and expertise more frequently even in single 
asset classes could be better rewarded. The chart shows monthly 
US equity returns in the old and new regimes under three 
scenarios: keeping the holdings unchanged (set-and-forget), yearly 

reviews and semi-annual reviews. The reviews allow the investor 
to optimise the hypothetical portfolio for returns, diversification 
and risk, with perfect foresight of equity sector returns. Acting on 
this hypothetical ability more frequently would have yielded 
greater rewards since 2020 than in the four years prior. Even if we 
exclude 2023, when a few mega cap tech stocks strongly 
contributed to overall US equity returns, we find the same results. 
The orange bars, representing a simple, static approach of buying 
and holding, are much lower than the yellow and green bars. This 
suggests that not only good insight, but also timely action, would 
have resulted in greater rewards than fixed strategies since 2020. 
This hypothetical exercise highlights how skill and insight may be 
better rewarded in the new regime, and this is why we believe that 
investment expertise is likely to give portfolios an edge.

Evolving portfolio construction practices in this new environment, 
to move beyond the fixed allocation approach could offer EMEA 
Private Banks and Wealth managers new commercial 
opportunities to deliver better and more consistent portfolio 
outcomes to clients and potentially avoid regulatory challenges 
related to the MiFID suitability mapping.

To be successful in this new regime, we advocate the following 
shifts in portfolio construction practices:

• Adopting a more dynamic approach to asset allocation, with 
frequent reviews

• Putting in place more adaptable implementation choices that 
give an ability to quickly and efficiently adjust portfolio 
exposures to act on good insight

• Continuously monitoring risk and stress testing portfolio 
outcomes

• Educating end investors focusing on the outcome, not the 
product.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
performance. Index returns do not account for fees. It is not 
possible to invest directly in an index. Source: BlackRock 
Investment Institute, MSCI with data from Bloomberg, December 
2023. This analysis uses historical returns and has been conducted 
with the benefit of hindsight. Future returns may vary and these 
results may not be the same other asset classes. It does not 
consider potential transaction costs that may detract from returns. 
It also does not represent an actual portfolio and is shown for 
illustrative purposes only. 
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For illustrative purposes only. This information is not intended as a recommendation to invest in any particular asset class or strategy 
or as a promise - or even estimate - of future performance. Source: Blackrock, as of 31 December 2023.
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Figure 3: a hands–on-the-wheel approach to navigate market uncertainty
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Historically, portfolio builders have put significant emphasis and 
resources into selecting investment products. For decades, we 
witnessed a siloed approach to portfolio construction, where asset 
allocation was separate to product implementation, and investors 
stuck to false dichotomies, such as index vs. active strategies and 
public vs. private markets. For example, index funds such as 
exchange traded funds (ETFs) were considered by some investors 
to be ‘passive’ exposures and ‘cheap beta’ building blocks. 
Alongside those, we had ‘active’ exposures, dedicated to alpha-
seeking managers selected to deliver the desired above-
benchmark returns for the entire multi-asset portfolio. Inefficiency 
in terms of fee budget allocations and shortcomings related to 
potential unintended tilts between the target and actual portfolios 
were an inevitable consequence. Such inefficiencies rarely came to 
light, however, as decades-long bull markets in equites and fixed 
income meant that almost any investment choice worked.

In EMEA, in the years following the global financial crisis, we saw a 
gradual change in portfolio construction practices. With new 
regulation and shifts in client demand came a greater focus on 
value for money and increasing scrutiny on the products used to 
meet client objectives. Transparency of traditional fee structures 
started changing revenue models. Technology started enabling 
new competition in the form of ‘robo’ advisers and digital offerings 
that delivered simple, cost-efficient portfolio solutions. We started 
seeing higher adoption of index strategies, as investors continued 
to decouple key drivers of portfolio returns. Investors have been 
increasingly recognising the value of viewing the investment 
universe through a ‘whole portfolio’ lens, and expressing long-
term market and factor choices through index vehicles, while 
deploying excess fee budget to acquire alpha excellence from 
managers skilled in timing exposures and security selection.

Since the pandemic, we have entered yet another phase, one 
characterised by the new investment regime, that is turbocharging 
the evolution of such portfolio construction practices. As we 
outlined in the previous section, we believe that in this new era, 
portfolios’ alpha needs to be delivered through more dynamic 
asset allocation choices implemented through more granular 
exposures, characterised by the blurring of lines across strategies 
and markets, and where investors are measured by end clients 
against a higher performance bar – which calls for transformative 
innovation. We believe that in this new environment, there could 
be nothing ‘passive’ about implementing a multi-asset portfolio 
and that indexing should play an even bigger role in portfolio 
construction, to:

• fuel the need for adaptable and dynamic portfolio 
implementation;

• introduce precise, nimble, cost-efficient and highly liquid and 
flexible building blocks;

• and free up budget for highly skilled alpha-seeking mangers 
able to further contribute to the portfolio alpha, if investors 
have confidence in their ability to pick good managers (see 
more on the role of alpha-seeking managers in the next 
section).

An active approach to indexing could allow investors to exploit 
their skill in timing markets and their ability to consistently pick 
exposure to the right sectors, regions and styles. The portfolio 
implementation example below captures an extreme case of the 
role that indexing can play. We illustrate a fully indexed model 
expressed through granular ETF building blocks across equites and 
fixed income, regions, sectors, factors and themes, targeting a 
moderate risk profile. We use this example not to discount the role 
of alpha-seeking funds, but rather to bring to life the concept of 
being dynamic with index exposures, through an efficient 
investment vehicle such as an ETF, that allows for liquidity and 
flexibility. We illustrate that:

• a risk-targeted, quarterly asset allocation review approach 
allows for a more dynamic adjustment to exposures, delivering 
consistent experience for clients for the desired risk appetite in 
an evolving macro environment – see point 1;

• working with a broad and granular range of ETFs has allowed 
the portfolio to materially change at times when the new 
investment environment has presented challenges or 
opportunities – see points  2 and 3.

The surge in the number and variety of ETFs now available means 
that investors can build portfolios in more innovative ways than 
ever. For example, we see the emergence of active ETFs, further 
blurring the lines between index and active implementation 
options, offering potentially enhanced return and diversification 
opportunities. ETFs are now providing a wider range of exposures, 
allowing investors to access individual countries, sectors, style 
factors, themes and structural trends such as the low-carbon 
transition. This increased breadth and granularity also enables the 
targeting of specific portfolio outcomes. The precision of ETFs, 
combined with their liquidity and adaptability across various asset 
classes, enables an effective expression of portfolio views. This is 
particularly important in a highly unpredictable environment.
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Figure 4: taking more risk or using more 
top-quartile alpha-seeking strategies
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Figure 5: alpha-seeking managers 
impact the whole portfolio
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As we have established, the new regime of heightened macro and 
market volatility rewards an ‘active’ portfolio approach, with 
dynamic indexing helping to quickly evolve portfolio allocations 
and freeing up fee budget. In this section, we argue that for 
investors able to consistently pick skilled fund managers, we think 
alpha-seeking strategies could play an even bigger role in 
portfolios today. Why? Greater macro uncertainty has fuelled 
dispersion in some markets – for example, the range of US stock 
returns has grown markedly from 6.5% on average between 2010-
2019 to 7.7% since 2020.2 This means there are more opportunities 
for skilled managers to find and deliver above-benchmark returns 
in US equites that can’t be explained by static exposures to macro 
factors and equity style factors. As recently illustrated by BII in 
Investment perspectives  - A bigger role for active strategies, 
professional managers as a group have not become more skilled at 
delivering active returns overall – however the investment 
environment has become more conducive for highly skilled 
managers to deliver greater active returns.

Looking at a broad universe of equity, fixed income and hedge 
fund managers, BII’s research finds that active returns for 
developed market equity and hedge fund managers have been 
more dispersed in the post-pandemic era. Although we don’t see a 
similar magnitude of alpha dispersion in fixed income in the new 
regime, historically, information ratios – a risk-adjusted measure of 
active returns – have been higher in fixed income than in equities, 
suggesting that active risk is generally more efficiently rewarded in 
fixed income. This is one reason why we see attractive alpha 
opportunities in high-quality European credit, for example.

We illustrate the potential need for more alpha-seeking managers 
alongside beta in portfolios with a hypothetical example (Figure 4). 
Again, we start with a snapshot of a fully indexed multi-asset
portfolio (the first bar), like the one outlined in the previous 
section, optimised for 8% expected risk. We estimate around 5% 
real/above-inflation annualised expected return for this portfolio, 
coming from static macro and equity style factors – or what we call 
beta return, leveraging BlackRock’s Capital Market Assumptions.

If an investor needs to generate approximately 1% additional real 
return with this portfolio, they can either:

• remain fully indexed and take 2.5% more equity risk by 
changing the asset class mix to boost the real beta return 
estimate (the second bar);

• or allocate more to carefully selected, top-quartile active 
managers, introducing 1% active risk while keeping broad beta 
risk unchanged (the third bar).

While this example shows that in the current environment, we see 
a greater role for alpha-seeking managers in portfolios for 
investors who are looking to target higher levels of real return 
without significantly increasing portfolio beta risk, there are 
several key considerations to highlight:

• The role of beta – or the broad macro and style factor 
exposures – continues to be a key driver of the portfolio. It is 
important to separate this source of return from any alpha-
seeking manager’s excess return relative to a benchmark to 
understand the returns an investor pays for with alpha-seeking 
funds. Investors need to ensure portfolio factor exposures are 
deliberate, diversified and scaled though continuous risk 
monitoring and stress testing for different market scenarios.

• Alpha-seeking managers impact the whole portfolio (see Figure 
5). We see a role for both index and alpha-seeking strategies to 
build portfolios fit for the future. Starting with the fully indexed 
portfolio, we allow for a portfolio optimisation where the 
choice of index or alpha-seeking vehicle influences the asset’s 
weight in the portfolio. Due to the higher alpha opportunity in 
equites, we see higher allocation to alpha-seeking managers 
there. The efficient alpha opportunity in credit makes the asset 
class relatively more attractive and results in a blended 
implementation choice, and an overweight, at the expense of a 
reduction of the fully indexed government bond exposure. This 
illustrates how asset allocation preferences can shift based on 
our views on alpha and its efficiency and magnitude – as well 
as the choice between indexed and alpha-seeking exposures 
within asset classes.

• Costs matter. For example, product fees cut into returns and 
can reduce or, in some cases, eliminate the alpha an investor 
receives. In addition, manager selection and monitoring could 
amount to significant governance costs. For instance, if we 
examine the number of top-quartile funds in the European 
Global Large Cap Growth Equity in Morningstar over the last 
three years, we find that out of 634 funds, around 101 funds 
(16%) have top-quartile performance.3 If we extend this 
analysis to a five-year period, the number of top-quartile funds 
is close to 65 funds (10%), highlighting the importance of 
consistent active manager selections.

This information is not intended as a recommendation to invest in any particular asset class or strategy or as a promise - or even 
estimate - of future performance. Source: BlackRock Investment Institute, January 2024. Notes: We assume the following median fees: 
0.6% for equities, 0.225% for government bonds, and investment grade credit, 0.45% for sub investment grade credit and 2.75% for
private markets. This visual representation is for illustrative purposes only and do not represent an actual portfolio. Regression analysis is 
backwards-looking with the benefit of hindsight and complex – it may not reliably predict the future relationship between manager 
performance and market conditions. Expert judgement from a manager research team on an individual fund managers could bring better 
clarity on how they performed. In-depth and practical manager research can improve on econometric techniques and analysis, like 
regressions, to build a better picture of how a fund manager might perform in the future.
2,3 For more on this analysis please refer to Appendix.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we have sought to demonstrate why simple, set-and-forget approaches to combining stocks and fixed income may not be 
effective portfolio construction strategies going forward. We expect lower real returns across public markets, which makes the portfolio 
asset class mix matter even more. An investing approach that frequently acts on insight and expertise could be better rewarded in this 
new environment. Evolving portfolio construction practices offers an opportunity for EMEA Private Banks and Wealth Managers to 
capture new commercial opportunities and deliver consistency in portfolio outcomes, in our view.

In this new environment, we believe that indexing should play an even bigger role in portfolio construction, allowing for adaptable and 
dynamic implementation, to free up budget for highly skilled alpha-seeking managers. An active approach to indexing would allow 
investors to exploit their skill in timing markets and picking the right macro and factor exposures. ETFs offer the breadth and granularity of 
building blocks needed to enable an effective expression of portfolio views in a highly unpredictable environment.

For investors able to consistently pick skilled managers, and able to afford the associated governance costs, alpha-seeking strategies could 
play a bigger role in portfolios today due to greater macro uncertainty fuelling dispersion in some markets. We believe allocating to alpha-
seeking managers should not be done in silos, but rather alongside indexing, to ultimately inform the overall portfolio asset allocation 
choices, enhance a portfolio’s alpha and meet the higher performance bar set by clients.

Any opinions and/or forecasts represent an assessment of the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a 
forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass.
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Appendix

1. Dispersion of US stock market (S&P 500) returns, 2010-2024

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results, and index returns do not account for fees. It is not possible to 
invest directly in an index. Source: BlackRock Investment Institute, with data from LSEG Datastream, February 2024. Notes: The chart 
shows the dispersion in S&P 500 monthly stock returns on a daily basis and the median level of dispersion from July 2010 after the global 
financial crisis through 2019, and from 2020 through 31 January 2024.

2. Top-quartile funds in the Morningstar European Global Large Cap Growth Equity 
category over three and five years

Source: Morningstar Direct, as of 29 February 2024.

Fund Category Total number funds in study 3Y 1st Quartile 5Y 1st Quartile

EAA Fund Global Large-Cap Growth Equity 634 101 65
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[ADD CONTACTS]

BlackRock's Long-Term Capital Market Assumption Disclosures:

This information is not intended as a recommendation to invest in any particular asset class or strategy or product or as a
promise of future performance. Note that these asset class assumptions are passive, and do not consider the impact of
active management. All estimates in this document are in US dollar terms unless noted otherwise. Given the complex risk-
reward trade-offs involved, we advise clients to rely on their own judgment as well as quantitative optimisation approaches
in setting strategic allocations to all the asset classes and strategies. References to future returns are not promises or even
estimates of actual returns a client portfolio may achieve. Assumptions, opinions and estimates are provided for illustrative
purposes only. They should not be relied upon as recommendations to buy or sell securities. Forecasts of financial market
trends that are based on current market conditions constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. We
believe the information provided here is reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. If the reader chooses to
rely on the information, it is at its own risk. This material has been prepared for information purposes only and is not
intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal, or tax advice. The outputs of the assumptions are
provided for illustration purposes only and are subject to significant limitations. "Expected" return estimates are subject to
uncertainty and error. Expected returns for each asset class can be conditional on economic scenarios; in the event a
particular scenario comes to pass, actual returns could be significantly higher or lower than forecasted. Because of the
inherent limitations of all models, potential investors should not rely exclusively on the model when making an investment
decision. The model cannot account for the impact that economic, market, and other factors may have on the
implementation and ongoing management of an actual investment portfolio. Unlike actual portfolio outcomes, the model
outcomes do not reflect actual trading, liquidity constraints, fees, expenses, taxes and other factors that could impact future
returns.

Index Disclosures:

Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent any actual fund performance. Index performance
returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest
directly in an index.

General Disclosure:

This material is prepared by BlackRock and is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or investment advice,
and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The
opinions expressed are as of September 2023 and may change as subsequent conditions vary. The information and opinions
contained in this material are derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources deemed by BlackRock to be reliable, are
not necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed as to accuracy. As such, no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given and
no responsibility arising in any other way for errors and omissions (including responsibility to any person by reason of
negligence) is accepted by BlackRock, its officers, employees or agents. This material may contain 'forward looking'
information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things, projections and
forecasts. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Reliance upon information in this material is at
the sole discretion of the reader. This material is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute investment
advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell in any securities, BlackRock funds or any investment strategy nor shall
any securities be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be
unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Investment involves risks. Past performance is not a reliable indicator
of current or future results and should not be the sole factor of consideration when selecting a product or strategy. This
material is intended for institutional investors only and not for public distribution. The information provided here is neither
tax nor legal advice. Investors should speak to their tax professional for specific information regarding their tax situation.
Investment involves risk including possible loss of principal. International investing involves risks, including risks related to
foreign currency, limited liquidity, less government regulation, and the possibility of substantial volatility due to adverse
political, economic or other developments. These risks are often heightened for investments in emerging/developing
markets or smaller capital markets.
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Want to know more?
If you are looking to make changes to your portfolio, or would be interested in better 
understanding how your existing portfolio might be impacted within these current markets, speak 
with your BlackRock Relationship Manager and request a BPAS portfolio consultation today. 

[ADD CONTACTS]

This document is marketing material: Before investing please read the Prospectus and the PRIIPs KID available on 
www.ishares.com/it, which contain a summary of investors’ rights.

Risk warnings

Capital at risk. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and are not guaranteed. Investors 
may not get back the amount originally invested.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results and should not be the sole factor of consideration 
when selecting a product or strategy.

Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies may cause the value of investments to diminish or increase. 
Fluctuation may be particularly marked in the case of a higher volatility fund and the value of an investment may fall 
suddenly and substantially. Levels and basis of taxation may change from time to time.

Regulatory Information

This material is for distribution to Professional Clients (as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority or MiFID Rules) only
and should not be relied upon by any other persons.

In the UK and Non-European Economic Area (EEA) countries: this is issued by BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited, which is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 12 Throgmorton Avenue, London, EC2N 2DL, 
Tel: +44 (0)20 7743 3000. Registered in England and Wales No. 00796793. For your protection, calls are usually recorded. 
Please refer to the Financial Conduct Authority website for a list of authorised activities conducted by BlackRock.

In the European Economic Area (EEA): this is issued by BlackRock (Netherlands) B.V. is authorised and regulated by the 
Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets. Registered office Amstelplein 1, 1096 HA, Amsterdam, Tel: 020 – 549 5200, 
Tel: 31-20-549-5200. Trade Register No. 17068311 For your protection telephone calls are usually recorded.

In Italy: For information on investor rights and how to raise complaints please go to 
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/compliance/investor-right available in Italian.

In Israel and South Africa: this is issued by BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited, authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 12 Throgmorton Avenue, London, EC2N 2DL. Tel: + 44 (0)20 7743 3000. 
Registered in England and Wales No. 02020394. For your protection telephone calls are usually recorded. Please refer to the 
Financial Conduct Authority website for a list of authorised activities conducted by BlackRock.

investors in Bahrain

The information contained in this document is intended strictly for sophisticated institutions.

The information contained in this document, does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer of, invitation or 
proposal to make an offer for, recommendation to apply for or an opinion or guidance on a financial product, service and/or 
strategy. Whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, no 
responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. You may only 
reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of BlackRock.

The information contained in this document is for information purposes only. It is not intended for and should not be 
distributed to, or relied upon by, members of the public.

The information contained in this document, may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 
“forward looking statements”. These include, amongst other things, projections, forecasts or estimates of income. These 
forward looking statements are based upon certain assumptions, some of which are described in other relevant documents 
or materials. If you do not understand the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser.

For investors in Dubai (DIFC)

BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited -Dubai Branch is a DIFC Foreign Recognised Company registered with the DIFC Registrar of 
Companies (DIFC Registered Number 546), with its office at Unit L15 - 01A, ICD Brookfield Place, Dubai International 
Financial Centre, PO Box 506661, Dubai, UAE, and is regulated by the DFSA to engage in the regulated activities of ‘Advising 
on Financial Products’ and ‘Arranging Deals in Investments’ in or from the DIFC, both of which are limited to units in a 
collective investment fund (DFSA Reference Number F000738).

The information contained in this document is intended strictly for Professional Clients as defined under the Dubai 
Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”) Conduct of Business (COB) Rules.

The information contained in this document, does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer of, invitation or 
proposal to make an offer for, recommendation to apply for or an opinion or guidance on a financial product, service and/or 
strategy. Whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, no 
responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. You may only 
reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of BlackRock.
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The information contained in this document is for information purposes only. It is not intended for and should not be 
distributed to, or relied upon by, members of the public.

The information contained in this document, may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 
“forward-looking statements”. These include, amongst other things, projections, forecasts or estimates of income. These 
forward-looking statements are based upon certain assumptions, some of which are described in other relevant documents 
or materials. If you do not understand the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser.

For investors in Israel

BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited is not licensed under Israel's Regulation of Investment Advice, Investment 
Marketing and Portfolio Management Law, 5755-1995 (the “Advice Law”), nor does it carry insurance thereunder.

For investors in Kuwait

The information contained in this document is intended strictly for sophisticated institutions that are ‘Professional 
Clients’ as defined under the Kuwait Capital Markets Law and its Executive Bylaws.

The information contained in this document, does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer of, invitation or 
proposal to make an offer for, recommendation to apply for or an opinion or guidance on a financial product, service and/or 
strategy. Whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, no 
responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. You may only 
reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of BlackRock.

The information contained in this document is for information purposes only. It is not intended for and should not be 
distributed to, or relied upon by, members of the public.

The information contained in this document, may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 
“forward-looking statements”. These include, amongst other things, projections, forecasts or estimates of income. These 
forward-looking statements are based upon certain assumptions, some of which are described in other relevant documents 
or materials. If you do not understand the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser.

For investors in Oman

The information contained in this document is intended strictly for sophisticated institutions.

The information contained in this document, does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer of, invitation or 
proposal to make an offer for, recommendation to apply for or an opinion or guidance on a financial product, service and/or 
strategy. Whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, no 
responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. You may only 
reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of BlackRock.

The information contained in this document is for information purposes only. It is not intended for and should not be 
distributed to, or relied upon by, members of the public.

The information contained in this document, may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 
“forward-looking statements”. These include, amongst other things, projections, forecasts or estimates of income. These 
forward-looking statements are based

upon certain assumptions, some of which are described in other relevant documents or materials. If you do not understand 
the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser. 

For investors in Qatar

The information contained in this document is intended strictly for sophisticated institutions.

The information contained in this document, does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer of, invitation or 
proposal to make an offer for, recommendation to apply for or an opinion or guidance on a financial product, service and/or 
strategy. Whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, no 
responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. You may only 
reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of BlackRock.

The information contained in this document is for information purposes only. It is not intended for and should not be 
distributed to, or relied upon by, members of the public.

The information contained in this document, may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 
“forward-looking statements”. These include, amongst other things, projections, forecasts or estimates of income. These 
forward-looking statements are based upon certain assumptions, some of which are described in other relevant documents 
or materials. If you do not understand the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser.
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For investors in Saudi Arabia

The information contained in this document is intended strictly for sophisticated institutions.

The information contained in this document, does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer of, invitation or 
proposal to make an offer for, recommendation to apply for or an opinion or guidance on a financial product, service and/or 
strategy. Whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, no 
responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. You may only 
reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of BlackRock. 

The information contained in this document is for information purposes only. It is not intended for and should not be 
distributed to, or relied upon by, members of the public.

The information contained in this document, may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 
“forward looking statements”. These include, amongst other things, projections, forecasts or estimates of income. These 
forward-looking statements are based upon certain assumptions, some of which are described in other relevant documents 
or materials. If you do not understand the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser.

For investors in Switzerland

This document is marketing material.

This document shall be exclusively made available to, and directed at, qualified investors as defined in Article 10 (3) of the 
CISA of 23 June 2006, as amended, at the exclusion of qualified investors with an opting-out pursuant to Art. 5 (1) of the 
Swiss Federal Act on Financial Services ("FinSA").

For information on art. 8 / 9 Financial Services Act (FinSA) and on your client segmentation under art. 4 FinSA, please see the 
following website: www.blackrock.com/finsa.

For investors in United Arab Emirates

The information contained in this document is intended strictly for non-natural Qualified Investors as defined in the UAE 
Securities and Commodities Authority’s Board Decision No. 3/R.M of 2017 concerning Promoting and Introducing 
Regulations.

The information contained in this document, does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer of, invitation or 
proposal to make an offer for, recommendation to apply for or an opinion or guidance on a financial product, service and/or 
strategy. Whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, no 
responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. You may only 
reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of BlackRock.

The information contained in this document is for information purposes only. It is not intended for and should not be 
distributed to, or relied upon by, members of the public. The information contained in this document, may contain 
statements that are not purely historical in nature but are “forward-looking statements”. These include, amongst other 
things, projections, forecasts or estimates of income. These forward-looking statements are based upon certain 
assumptions, some of which are described in other relevant documents or materials. If you do not understand the contents 
of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser.

Any research in this document has been procured and may have been acted on by BlackRock for its own purpose. The 
results of such research are being made available only incidentally. The views expressed do not constitute investment or any 
other advice and are subject to change. They do not necessarily reflect the views of any company in the BlackRock Group or 
any part thereof and no assurances are made as to their accuracy.

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or invitation to anyone to invest in any 
BlackRock funds and has not been prepared in connection with any such offer.

© 2024 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights reserved. BLACKROCK, BLACKROCK SOLUTIONS and iSHARES are trademarks of 
BlackRock, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are those of their respective 
owners. 
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